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Observed interatomic distances in A15- and TisP-type compounds are analyzed as deformations of 
ideal atomic rigid spheres. The analysis suggests that structural instabilities may develop in AI5 
compounds when the atomic size of the B element becomes approximately 10% smaller than that of 
the A element. These instabilities apparently originate from strong repulsive interactions along the 
atom chains. The internal strains associated with these interactions may be relieved by martensitic 
transformations, deviations from the ideal AsB stoichiometry, addition of ternary elements, and 
transformation to a TiaP-type structure. Instability apparently develops in the TiaP-type compounds 
when the A- and B-element atoms are nearly equal in size. The instability in this case would result 
primarily from repulsive forces associated with a strong compression of the B-element atoms. 

Introduction 

Interatomic distances in covalent com- 
pounds can often be related to the filling of 
electronic bonding orbitals using equations 
such as those developed by Pauling (1). 
Pauling has noted, however, that metallic 
compounds may have distances which rep- 
resent bonds in tension or compression 
and, in such cases, the use of Pauling's 
equations may lead to errors (2, 3). The 
source of these errors is suggested by Pear- 
son's analysis of the interatomic distances 
in metal compounds (4). Pearson shows 
that the geometry of metallic structures 
may limit or control the electronic interac- 
tions. Pearson analyzes the interatomic dis- 
tances by introducing an atomic "strain" 
parameter which is directly related to the 
relative atomic sizes through the structure 
geometry (4, 5). A comparison of structure 
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geometries may therefore assist in under- 
standing the relative stability of competing 
structures when electronic bonding consid- 
erations or band-structure calculations may 
not provide sufficient insight. 

For example, it is difficult to see why the 
filling of bonding orbitals would differ 
significantly in compounds such as NbzGe 
and Nb3Si, but NbaGe crystallizes in an A15 
structure while NbzSi crystallizes in a Ti3P- 
type structure. 1 This fact, however, is ex- 
plainable by atomic packing considerations 
since the size of a Si atom is significantly 
less than that o fa  Ge atom. It will be shown 
in this paper that this size difference is 
critical in these two structures as a result of 
geometrical relationships. 

s i t  should be noted, however, that Nb-Si  A15 
structures can crystallize metastably over a range of 
nonstoichiometric (Nb-rich) compositions (6). 
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Previous Studies 

The dominant geometric feature of the 
cubic A15 structure is its array of linear, 
mutually orthogonal A-atom chains (see 
Fig. 1). Interspersed homogeneously be- 
tween these chains is a body-centered cubic 
B-atom sublattice whose sites are usually 
occupied by a different chemical element 
than that which occupies the atom-chain 
sites. 

A close relationship has been suggested 
between the A15- and TisP-type structures 
based on the similarity of certain atom 
networks (7), but these similarities are ob- 
served in a majority of metal structures (8) 
and probably have no unusual significance 
except to reflect a common tendency for 
such structures to form densely packed 
atomic layers. 

Lattice parameters for A15 compounds 
can be calculated rather accurately using a 
set of atomic radii developed by Geller (9), 
but the implicit assumption that the atom 
sizes are fixed and independent of the iden. 
tity of their atom partners is contradicted 
by the observed behavior of the A-A  dis- 

/ 

FIG. 1. Atomic structure of the AI5 compounds 
(AaB). B atoms located at the center of each cube are 
not visible in this projection. (@, A atoms; O, B 
atoms.) 

tances (10). The success of this method in 
calculating lattice parameters arises mainly 
from the "ideal" behavior of the A - B  dis- 
tances rather than from the correctness of a 
"rigid-sphere" approximation. 

A development of great interest to this 
topic is the recent electron density mea- 
surements by Staudenmann on the A15 
compounds VsSi and CrsSi. Staudenmann 
(11, 12) observes a pronounced maximum 
in electron density between V atoms in the 
atom-chain sites but a remarkable absence 
of such an effect between Cr atoms. Thus 
the strength of the electronic interactions 
does not seem to account for the unusually 
short distances in all cases. One may per- 
haps attribute the short distances partly to 
geometrical packing considerations. This 
would produce a compression of these dis- 
tances as will be shown in this paper. 

Experimental Procedures 

The present study seeks to avoid the 
pitfalls of "rigid-sphere" models and pre- 
conceived notions about the "bonding" or 
structural "similarities." The emphasis is 
on models in which the atoms are regarded 
as being compressible objects which may 
change their size and shape in response to 
geometrical packing requirements so as to 
form spatial configurations which can ex- 
tend infinitely in space as atoms must do in 
forming a macroscopic crystal. Rigid- 
sphere models are used only as a basis for 
exploring how the actual structures deviate 
from such a model and reasons are sought 
for these observed deviations. The proba- 
ble existence of hybrid s, p, or d bonding 
orbitals is not discussed explicitly since this 
paper is mainly concerned with geometric 
effects, but bonding interactions among the 
various atomic orbitals will certainly occur 
to a varying extent among the different 
compounds. The bonding interactions may 
well be compatible with the geometric argu- 
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ments and should perhaps be considered in 
a future study. 

The question of which atom pairs should 
be considered as "neighbors" could not be 
avoided since it was desirable to construct 
"coordination polyhedra" in order to com- 
pare the structures of A15 and Ti3P com- 
pounds. Various definitions have been pro- 
posed in previous studies (13-16) and it 
is clear that the choice of definition must, to 
some extent, be arbitrary. Definitions yield- 
ing nonintegral numbers of neighbors are 
unsuitable since this would not permit con- 
struction of a polyhedron. The definition 
proposed by Frank and Kasper (13) was 
eventually adopted since it is unequivocal 
and yields only integral numbers. Other 
definitions might be chosen but the choice 
is not critical. The conclusions reached in 
this study generally do not depend on the 
definition of terms such as "neighbor" or 
"coordination number." 

The atomic radii (and the corresponding 
atomic diameters Da, DB) used in this study 
were taken from the compilation of Teatum 
et al. appearing in Pearson's book (17), 
except for the radii of As and P atoms for 
which the values of Teatum et al. appear to 
be unsuitable in view of observed lattice 
parameter relationships in A15 com- 
pounds. 2 Therefore values of the atomic 
radii for As and P (1.355 and 1.230 /~, 
respectively) were obtained by interpola- 
tion and extrapolation using modified 
Nevitt-type plots (10) for observed A15 and 
TisP compounds. These plots were con- 
structed by substituting the observed 

For example, Teatum et al. (17) assign values of 
1.390/~ for the atomic radius of As and 1.369/~ for that 
of Ge, while the A15 lattice parameter (extrapolated) 
for VaAs is 4.744 (see Table I) and 4.780 for VsGe. 
Similarly, the observed A15 lattice parameters are 
4.621 for CrsAs and 4.632 for CraGe. Thus, the ob- 
served lattice parameter variations contradict those 
which would be predicted using the radii of Teatum et 
al. This is not surprising since As and Ge use different 
bond hybridizations and, hence, have different sizes in 
different structures. 

atomic volumes (volume of the unit 
cell/number of atoms per unit cell) for the 
lattice parameter as the ordinate and substi- 
tuting the B-element atomic volume (vol- 
ume of a sphere having a diameter DB) for 
the B-element atomic diameter as the ab- 
scissa. The use of observed atomic volumes 
rather than lattice parameters was neces- 
sary in order to accommodate the TiaP 
structure, which is tetragonal. The ob- 
served lattice parameters for the various 
phases were taken from the original sources 
wherever possible. In the case of A15 
phases, however, the observed values were 
corrected for deviations from the ideal 
(AsB) stoichiometry whenever such devia- 
tions were known to occur (see Table I). 
This was done by extrapolating the ob- 
served values in binary or ternary systems. 
In all cases, this correction was relatively 
small (<2%) and does not have a critical 
influence on the data. All distances are 
given in angstroms. 

The atomic position parameters and te- 
tragonal c/a ratio of the compound NbsSi 
(18) were used in calculating the near- 
neighbor diagram for TisP-type compounds 
(Fig. 3). These parameters vary somewhat 
from one compound to another (see Table 5 
in Ref. (18)), and it is desirable to know 
whether the variations can have a serious 
influence on the resulting diagram. Near- 
neighbor diagrams were, therefore, con- 
structed using the parameters for the com- 
pounds ZrsP and NbsP. These parameters 
differ from those of NbsSi to the greatest 
extent observed but a comparison of the 
three diagrams reveals only some relatively 
minor changes which are, in fact, negligi- 
ble. It appears justifiable, therefore, to re- 
gard these parameters as being fixed at the 
values reported for NbsSi (18). 

Near-Neighbor Diagrams 

"Near-neighbor" diagrams were first 
proposed by Pearson (4) as a way to ana- 
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T A B L E  I 

ATOM SIZE RATIOS (Ds/Da) AND 
OBSERVED LATTICE PARAMETER VALUES 

FOR BINARY AI5 COMPOUNDS a 

a 

System De/Da (A) 

N b - S i  0.898 5.110 b 
Z r - A u  0.900 5.486 
N b - R h  0.917 5.130 
N b - O s  0.922 5.135 
N b - I r  0.924 5.134 
V - N i  0.926 4.680 b 
Ti - I r  0.929 5.012 
V -  Co 0.930 4.688 
N b - G e  0.933 5.135 b 
M o - S i  0.943 4.893 
N b - P t  0.945 5.149 
T a - P t  0.945 5.143 b 
T i - P t  0.949 5.032 
N b - G a  0.962 5.165 b 
Z r - S n  0.964 5.686 b 
M o - O s  0.966 4.969 
M o - I r  0.969 4.970 
M o - T c  0.972 4.9600 
N b - A I  0.976 5.182 b 
M o - G e  0.978 4.933 
V - S i  0.980 4.724 
Z r - H g  0.982 5.558 
N b - A u  0.982 5.203 
T a - A u  0.983 5.193 b 
T i - A u  0.986 5.098 
M o - P t  0.991 4 .99P  
V - R h  0.999 4.786 
V - O s  1.005 4.797 b 
V - A s  1.007 4.744 ~ 
M o -  Ga 1.008 4.933 
V- I r  1.008 4.788 
V - G e  1.017 4.780 b 
Mo-A1 1.023 4.950 
V - P d  1.023 4.826 
C r - S i  1.029 4.556 
V - P t  1.031 4.817 
C r - R u  1.045 4.677 
V - G a  1.048 4.818 
C r - R h  1.049 4.674 
N b - S n  1.053 5.289 
T a - S n  1.053 5.278 b 
C r - O s  1.055 4.676 
Cr - I r  1.058 4.682 b 
V-AI  1.064 4.843 
C r - G e  1.068 4.632 
Zr-TI  1.071 5.725 ~ 
V - A u  1.072 4.884 b 

T A B L E  I--Continued 

a 

System Dn/D a (,~ ) 

T i - H g  1.076 5.189 
C r - P t  1.082 4.674 b 
N b - S b  1.083 5.261Y' 
T a - S b  1.083 5.260 
C r - A s  1.085 4.621 
T i -  Sb 1.087 5.220 
Nb - T e  1.089 5.261 
Z r - P b  1.093 5.659 
C r - G a  1.100 4.654 
M o - S n  1. 104 5.094 
N b - I n  1.133 5.330 n 
V - S n  I. 148 4.995 b 
N b - B i  1. 157 5.320 
N b - T i  1.170 5.36{Y' 
Ti-T!  1.174 5.360 n 
V - S b  1.181 4.950 ~ 
N b - P b  1.192 5.370 n 

a These values were used in plotting 
Fig. 2. 

Value was corrected for an observed 
deviation from the ideal AaB stoichiometry. 

lyze a crystal structure by considering the 
atoms as being compressible rather than 
rigid. The diagrams are obtained by select- 
ing some arbitrary interatomic distance 
(such as the closest B - B  distances, dn) for 
use as a reference in establishing a strain 
parameter. The known structure geometry 
permits one to define all of the other inter- 
atomic distances relative to dn. Precise 
atom contacts are taken to possess zero 
strain and any atom pair may be placed in 
precise contact, hypothetically, by letting 
da = DA, dB = DB, or dan = ½(Da + DB) 
depending on the type of atom pair under 
consideration. DA and DB are the atomic 
diameters of the A and B atoms, respec- 
tively, which may be either assumed values 
or values derived from the structures of the 
pure elementary components. 

One may now evaluate the strains 
reflected in d8 when contact is established 
for any other atom pair. The strain parame- 
ter is defined by an expression such as (DB 
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- dD/Da  which can be rewritten as Dn/DA 
- dB/Da. The conditions of close contact, 
defined above, permit one to evaluate this 
expression for any distance inthe structure 
since dB is related to each distance through 
the structure geometry. Thus, one can eval- 
uate the strain parameter for hypothetical 
cases as well as for real ones and over a 
continuous range of values for DB/DA. This 
produces lines in the diagram which indi- 
cate predicted strain variations due to atom 
contacts for a particular distance as a func- 
tion of the atomic diameter ratio DB/DA 
(see Ref. (4)). When the experimental 
points fall above a given line, it indicates 
that the observed distance is compressed 
relative to the respective elementary 
atomic diameters. Experimental points 

which fall below the line indicate an expan- 
sion of the observed distance. Thus, one 
can see which of the distances in the struc- 
ture exert the greatest influence in deter- 
mining the lattice parameters of the ob- 
served compounds having this structure. 
Near-neighbor diagrams are presented for 
the A15-type compounds in Fig. 2 and for 
the Ti3P-type compounds in Fig. 3. Figures 
4 and 5 show the distances schematically by 
presenting the coordination polyhedra 
around the B elements in each structure. 
These polyhedra include all of the indepen- 
dent distances in the A15 structure and all 
except the shortest A - A  distance in the 
Ti3P structure which is treated separately. 

Pearson concludes from his near-neigh- 
bor diagram for the A15 structure that the 
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Fro. 2. Near-neighbor diagram for the A 15-type compounds. The broken line shows the trend of the 
experimental points for observed compounds. DA and DB are the atomic diameters of the A and B 
atoms, respectively (see Ref. (17)), and dB is the interatomic distance between the nearest B atoms in 
the structure (see Ref. (4)). 
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FIG, 3. Nor-neighbor diagram for the TiaP-type compounds, Black dots are the experimental values 
for observed compounds, Da, Da and da are as defined in Fig. 2, 

formation of an Al5-type compound is 
dominated by a "coordination factor" such 
that each atom in the structure tries to 

A15 STRUCTURE 

C)==(~|NTRA-CHAIN DISTANCE 

C '  ' O INTER-CHAIN DISTANCE 

FIG, 4. Identification of the interatomic distances in 
the B-element coordination polyhedron for the A15 
structure. 

obtain the maximum number of contacts 
with its neighbors (4). However, the more 
accurate data, shown in Table I and Fig. 2, 
indicate that the dominant factor may actu- 
ally be a "geometric factor." Note that the 
A-A intrachain distances are always com- 
pressed in this structure while the A-A 
interchain distances are always expanded. 
Note also that the intrachain compression 
increases significantly as the atom size ratio 
DB/DA decreases. It will be shown that this 
may be an important reason for the instabil- 
ities which have been observed in many 
AI5 compounds. 

The near-neighbor diagram for Ti3P-type 
compounds indicates that the "coordina- 
tion factor" is not very important for these 
compounds although it could be important 
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B 

D 

Ti3P STRUCTURE 

C) A ATOMS 

• R ATOMS 

FIG. 5. Identification of the interatomic distances in 
the B-element coordination polyhedron for the TiaP 
structure. 

when Dn/DA -~ 0.7. Most of the A - B  dis- 
tances are slightly comPressed while most 
of the A-A  distances are expanded relative 
to their respective elementary distances. 
The formation of these compounds seems 
to be influenced by a true "geometric fac- 
tor" similar to that observed by Pearson in 
the Laves-type phases (4). The atoms in 
such phases tend to be either compressed 
or expanded in order to obtain the most 
efficient filling of space. In the Ti3P phases 
this usually requires a compression of the B 
atoms and an expansion of the A atoms. 
The absolute magnitude of these distor- 
tions, however, cannot be obtained from 
the near-neighbor diagram since the strain 
parameter is an arbitrary one. It is notewor- 
thy that the A-A distances are generally 
expanded in the Ti3P structure at atom size 
ratios where the intrachain distances in an 
A15 structure would be forced into a strong 
compression. This might account for the 
increased stability of the TiaP structure at 
atom size ratios approaching DB/Da = 0.9 
where the stability of the A15 structure is 
apparently decreasing. These effects may 
be further elucidated by a detailed examina- 
tion of the geometry of these two struc- 
tures. It is convenient to do this by focusing 
attention on the B-element coordination 
polyhedra. 

B-Element Coordination Polyhedra 

Each crystallographic site in a structure 
is surrounded by a spatial region in which 
all points are closer to that central site than 
to any other atom site. Frank and Kasper 
(13) refer to these polyhedral regions as 
being the "domains" of the central atoms. 
They define any pair of atoms to be "neigh- 
bors" if these atoms share a common do- 
main boundary. This definition is quite rig- 
orous and particularly appropriate for 
metallic compounds having relatively 
close-packed structures. 

The number of neighbors around the cen- 
tral atom is called its "coordination num- 
ber" (CN) and when these surrounding 
"neighbor" sites are connected with 
straight lines, the lines form the edges of a 
closed polyhedron known as the "coordi- 
nation polyhedron" of the central atom 
(13). It is particularly illuminating to exam- 
ine the B-element coordination polyhedra 
in the A15- and TiaP-type structures and to 
note the ways in which they differ from the 
configuration to be expected if they were 
composed of rigid spheres. 

Idealized B-Element Polyhedra 

In the following, it is assumed that the 
atoms of a given A element I~ehave as rigid 
spheres, all of equal size, and that they 
always remain in contact with neighboring 
spherical atoms including those of the B 
element. The irregular CN12 atomic 
configurations around each B element in the 
A15 structure must then form perfect regu- 
lar icosahedra as shown in Fig. 6. An ico- 
sahedral configuration of this type com- 
posed of rigid spheres requires a central 
atom diameter at least 10% smaller than the 
diameter of its surrounding atoms if the 
surrounding spheres are to remain in con- 
tact with each other. All of the A-A  dis- 
tances are equal. The A - B  distances are 
shorter than the A-A  distances but are 
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FIG. 6. Idealized rigid-sphere packing for the B- 
element atomic coordination in the A15 structure. 
Shaded spheres show one of the 12 five-fold symmetry 
axes. 

equal to each other. The "ideal" atomic 
icosahedron, however, cannot be packed 
with other identical polyhedra to fill space 
completely and thus form a macroscopic 
crystal unless some of the atoms are per- 
mitted to be nonrigid, nonspherical, or not 
contacting the others. 

The CN10 atomic configurations around 
each B dement  in the TiaP structure would 
become dicapped Archimedean antiprisms 
when composed of rigid contacting spheres 
(Fig. 7). An atomic configuration of this 
type requires a central atom diameter at 
least 36% smaller than the diameter of its 
surrounding atoms in order to maintain all 
of its close A-atom contacts. The A - A  
distances are equal but the A - B  distances 
comprise two sets. One set of eight A - B  
distances is - 18% shorter than the A - A  
distances while the other set of two A - B  
distances is 13% longer than the A - A  dis- 

tances. This atomic polyhedron is also 
difficult (if not impossible) to pack with 
other identical polyhedra to fill space com- 
pletely at the AaB stoichiometry. 

It appears, therefore, that the formation 
of a macroscopic crystal requires that these 
idealized B-element polyhedra be deformed 
whether they pack with other polyhedra of 
the same type or with polyhedra of other 
types which may also impose restrictions 
on their packing geometry. This has not 
been proven rigorously, but one may arrive 
at this conclusion by constructing models. 
In any case, it is helpful to observe the 
types of distortions which occur in the A15 
and Ti3P structures. 

Observed B-Element Polyhedra 

The observed packing configuration of 
the B-element coordination polyhedra in 
the A15 structure is shown in Fig. 8. The 
identical A - A  distances of the ideal ico- 
sahedron are now replaced by two sets of 
distances, a set of "interchain distances" 
and a set of "intrachain distances" which 
are 23% shorter. The A - B  distances remain 
equal. They are - 1 2 %  larger than the A - A  
intrachain distances and - 1 0 %  shorter 
than the A - A  interchain distances. Thus, it 
appears that the lattice strains resulting 
from the observed distortions of an ideal 
isocahedral configuration are probably dis- 

FIG. 7. Idealized rigid-sphere packing for the B- 
element atomic coordination for the TiaP structure. 
Shaded spheres show the single four-fold symmetry 
axis. 

FIG. 8. Packing configuration of the B-element coor- 
dination polyhedra in the A15 structure. 
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tributed rather uniformly among the avail- 
able distances. 

A list of the known A15 compounds and 
their respective atom size ratios (Table I) 
reveals that none of these compounds in- 
volve a B atom which is more than -10% 
smaller than its accompanying A atom as 
would be expected if the A atoms formed a 
perfect icosahedron. It is rather remark- 
able, however, that the B atom is some- 
times up to 16% larger than the A atom! 
This suggests that the B atoms in such 
phases may be "compressed" or, alterna- 
tively, that theA atoms are either distorted, 
expanded, or have lost contact with each 
other. 

The observed packing configuration of 
the B-element coordination polyhedra in 
the Ti3P structure is shown in Fig. 9. The 
uniform A-A distances and the two sets of 
A-B distances in the ideal dicapped Archi- 
medean antiprism are now both replaced by 
a range of unequal distances. These distor- 
tions are probably a result of atomic pack- 
ing requirements since it has been found by 
experiment that such distortions are neces- 
sary if these polyhedra are to pack together 
in the manner shown in Fig. 9. A notewor- 
thy feature of the observed distortion is that 
the central B atom is located significantly 
closer to one of the pyramidal end caps 
than to the other, and this seems to be 

FIG. 9. Packing configuration of the B-element coor- 
dination polyhedra in the Ti3P structure. Pyramidal 
end caps are shaded to show the relative orientation of 
the polyhedra. 

responsible for a difference in the perime- 
ters of the square bases of these pyramids. 
In effect, the B element seems to be moving 
toward a smaller coordination number 
(CN9 instead of the ideal CN10). It is 
important to point out, however, that the 
question of whether the CN in these poly- 
hedra are being increased or decreased 
depends critically in this case on how one 
arbitrarily defines an atom "neighbor." 
(See Ref. (19).) 

If one adopts the Frank-Kasper 
definition, then the CN is unequivocally 10 
since the atomic "domain" (Wigner-Seitz 
cell) for the B atom (assuming the atomic 
position parameters for Nb3Si) has 10 faces 
as shown in Fig. 10. The definition of 
O'Keefe (16) gives a CN of 8.04, however, 
and other methods yield values between 8 
and 9 ( 14, 15, 19). The 10th atom is located 
at a significantly greater distance from the 
central B atom than the other 9 neighboring 
atoms, and the lack of agreement for the 
various definitions arises largely from dif- 
fering approaches to the question of how 
this atom should be treated. The opinion 
adopted in this paper is that the Frank- 
Kasper definition (13) would probably be 

/ \  
. . . .  

FIG. 10. Wigner-Seitz polyhedron for the B atom 
(Si) in Nb3Si (TisP-type structure). 
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most realistic for close-packed metallic 
compounds of the types being considered. 

The list of known TizP compounds and 
their respective atom size ratios (Table II) 
shows that none of these compounds has a 
B-atom size which is more than 30% 
smaller than that of its accompanying A- 
element atom, as would be expected if the 
A atoms formed a perfect cubic antiprism. 
It is again remarkable that the B atom is 
sometimes much larger than the "ideal" 
size. The B atoms seem capable of either 
expanding their surrounding atom "cages,"  
or, perhaps, themselves undergoing a com- 
pression. 

It would be interesting to compare the 
interatomic distances in A15 and TizP 
phases of the same binary system which 
have the same atom size ratio and are 
competing for stability. However, these 
two phases do not coexist in any known 
binary system. The comparison can be 
made, however, by using a Nevitt plot (10) 

TABLE II 
ATOM SIZE RATIOS FOR 

BINARY TiaP 

COMPOUNDS a 

System Da/D a 

Zr-P 0.768 
Hf-P 0.778 
Zr-Si 0.823 
Nb-P 0.838 
Ta-P 0.838 
Ti-P 0.841 
Zr-As 0.846 
Zr-Ge 0.855 
Hf-Ge 0.867 
Y-Sb 0.883 
Nb-Si 0.899 
Ta-Si 0.899 
Ti-Si 0.903 
V-P 0.914 
N-b-As 0.923 
Ti-As 0.927 
Ta-Ge 0.933 

a These values were used 
in plotting Fig. 3. 

to predict the lattice parameters of hypo- 
thetical A15 compounds and then to com- 
pare the calculated interatomic distances 
with observed distances in the correspond- 
ing stable TizP phases such as NbzSi, 
NbaAs, and NbzP (18, 20). The results of 
such a comparison are shown in Table III. 
In each case the behavior of the interatomic 
distances is consistent with that to be ex- 
pected from the analyses based on the near- 
neighbor diagrams and observed deviations 
from a "rigid-sphere" model. The average 
A - B  distance is shorter in the TizP com- 
pounds than in the A15 compounds. The 
average A - A  distance in the Ti3P com- 
pounds is significantly larger than the A - A  
intrachain distances in the A 15 structure 
and are comparable to the A - A  interchain 
distances. The TiaP structure contains one 
A - A  distance which is comparable to the 
intrachain A - A  distance in the A15 struc- 
ture but it constitutes only about 6% of the 
distances and seems to result from atom 
packing considerations. 

Comparison of the B-Element Coordination 
Polyhedra in the AI5- and Ti3P-Type 
Structures 

The information obtained from the near- 
neighbor diagrams and from the observed 
distortions of the B-element coordination 
polyhedra from a "rigid-sphere" model has 
identified certain geometric features of the 
AI5 and TisP structures which seem to have 
an important influence on their respective 
lattice stabilities. It has also shown how the 
geometry may be affected by variations in 
the atom size ratios. A critical point seems 
to be reached when the atom size ratio 
D~/DA = 0.9 since either the AI5 or the 
TiaP structure may become unstable at this 
point. The source of the instability, in the 
case of the AI5 phases, seems to be associ- 
ated primarily with the development of 
strong repulsive interactions arising from 
compression of the A - A  intrachain dis- 
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TABLE III 

OBSERVED INTERATOMIC DISTANCES iN Nb-BASED 
Ti3P-TYPE COMPOUNDS COMPARED WITH DISTANCES 

IN THE CORRESPONDING (HYPOTHETICAL)AI5 
COMPOUNDS a 

Distance b NbnAs NbaSi Nb3P 

AB 3.125 3.123 3.100 
BC 3.239 3.170 3.175 
CD 3.208 3.166 3.140 
AD 3.025 2.967 2.931 
KL 3.536 3.587 3,527 
L N  3.527 3.540 3.405 
M N  3.149 3.138 3.100 
K M  3.146 3.130 3.061 
BK 2.922 2.905 2.903 
BL 3.239 3.170 3.175 
A K  3.239 3.195 3.182 
A M  3.191 3.198 3.154 
CL 3.057 3.000 2.946 
C N  3.527 3.540 3.405 
DM 3.253 3.221 3.189 
D N  2.885 2.887 2.833 
BS 3.536 3.587 3.527 
AS  3.018 3.015 2.966 
DS 3.025 3,086 2.999 
CS 2.922 2,905 2.903 
KT 2.859 2.849 2.819 
M T 3.018 3.015 2.966 
LT 2,885 2.887 2.833 
N T  3.208 3.166 3.140 
M - M  2,617 2.644 2.635 
X K  2.608 2.578 2.534 
XL 2.610 2.586 2.549 
XM 2.623 2.608 2.569 
X N  2.660 2.637 2.607 
XA 2.649 2.651 2.592 
XB 2.683 2.701 2.643 
XC 2.669 2.642 2.618 
XD 2.667 2.667 2.635 
XT 2.964 2.857 2.888 
XS 3.670 3.778 3.666 
Nb-B (av) 2.780 2.771 2.730 
Nb-Nb (av) 3.156 3.144 3.099 

A 15 compounds 
Predicted a(A) 5.130 5. 110 5.070 
Nb-B 2.873 2.862 2.839 
Nb-Nb (interchain) 3.154 3.143 3.118 
Nb-Nb (intrachain) 2.565 2.555 2.535 

a The estimated accuracy is ___0.005 ,~. 
b See Figs. 4 and 5, 

tances. There are probably several ways in 
which one might restore a measure of sta- 
bility to the structure. One way would be 
through a deviation from the ideal A3B 
stoichiometry in the direction of the larger 
atom (this is usually an A element). This 
would produce a lattice relaxation which 
would tend to relieve the internal strains. 
Another way to produce a relaxation is 
through the addition of a ternary B-element 
substitutional solute atom which is larger 
than the atom which it replaces. Various 
types of martensitic transformations could 
also act to relieve the internal strains. Fi- 
nally, if all else fails, the strains can be very 
effectively relieved by a transformation to 
the Ti3P-type structure. This is accom- 
plished by reducing the atomic coordina- 
tion of the B atom from 12 to 10 which 
permits a larger A-atom spacing and simul- 
taneously permits smaller A-B distances. 

In the case of the Ti3P phases, instability 
is associated with a different type of atomic 
interaction than in the A15 phases. The 
near-neighbor diagram (Fig. 3) indicates 
that a s  DB/DA approaches 0.9, there is an 
increasing compression of the A - B  dis- 
tances in the Ti3P phases while the A - A  
distances remain more or less normal. 
Thus, the critical destabilizing atomic inter- 
action in the A15 structure is the compres- 
sion of the A atoms along the atom chains 
while, in the Ti3P structure, the critical 
interaction is an essentially isotropic com- 
pression of the B atoms. It should be noted 
that the A - B  distances in NbaAs (DB/DA -~ 
0.92) are very close to those in Nb3Si (Table 
III) although the atomic (metallic) radius of 
As is significantly larger than that of Si. 
One would not expect the A - B  distances to 
be similar in these two phases unless the As 
atoms were strongly compressed in Nb3As. 

The geometric effects may or may not be 
reinforced by electronic "bond"  formation, 
but the existence of electronegativity differ- 
ences could lead, in certain cases, to parti- 
ally ionic or partially covalent bonding 
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which might be compatible with the geo- 
metric effects. 

Experimental Measurements 

It would be most interesting to know 
whether any of the geometric effects which 
have been described are reflected in experi- 
mental measurements of the physical prop- 
erties. Strong intrachain repulsive interac- 
tions in the A15 compounds, for example, 
should have a detectable effect on the an- 
isotropy of the thermal vibrations for the A 
sites and this anisotropy should, therefore, 
be greatest when the atom size ratio DB/Da 
approaches the limiting value of 0.9. The 
available experimental data is insufficient 
for a complete verification, but it should be 
noted that measurements on the nonstoi- 
chiometric A15 phase Nbs0Ge20 (Dn/DA = 
0.93) have shown that vibrations along the 
atom chains are 63% as large as those 
transverse to the chains (21). This may be 
compared with a corresponding value of 
71% for the AI5 compound NbaSn (22) 
which has an atom size ratio DB/DA = 1.05. 
Stoichiometric NbaGe could be expected to 
show an even greater thermal anisotropy in 
the atom chain sites than that of NbsoGe20 
(i.e., the ratio should be significantly less 
than 63%) since smaller lattice parameters 
should produce stronger intrachain repul- 
sive forces. The observed difference in 
thermal anisotropy for Nb3Ge and NbsSn 
might be attributed to differing atomic 
bonding forces, but Ge and Sn atoms would 
be unlikely to produce a significantly differ- 
ent bonding in the Nb-Nb atom chains. 

Conclusion 

The observed interatomic distances in 
A15- and TiaP-type compounds have been 
analyzed as deformations from ideal atomic 
rigid-sphere behavior. This is accomplished 
by the use of "near-neighbor diagrams" 
and by studying the structural geometry of 

"B-element coordination polyhedra." The 
analysis suggests that structural instabili- 
ties develop in A15 compounds as the 
atomic size of the B dement  becomes ap- 
proximately 10% smaller than that of the A 
element. These instabilities are due to 
strong repulsive interactions along the di- 
rections of the atom chains. It appears that 
the strains associated with these interac- 
tions might be relieved by martensitic 
transformations or by deviations from ideal 
AzB stoichiometry in the "A-rich" direc- 
tion. If this fails to stabilize the structure, 
one can expect to see a phase transforma- 
tion. The Ti3P structure appears to be a 
favored alternative to the A15 structure 
since it can accommodate smaller B-ele- 
ment atoms without producing too many 
strong repulsive interactions between the 
A-element atoms. This is accomplished by 
a reduction of the B-dement  coordination 
from CN12 in the A15 structure to CN10 in 
the TiaP structure. 

The Ti3P structure, however, tends to 
become unstable as the atom size of the B 
element approaches that of the A element. 
The instability, in this case, is due to a 
strong compression of the B-element atom. 
Thus, the critical interaction in A15 phases 
is an A-A interaction whereas, in the case 
of the Ti3P phases, it is an A-B interaction 
(23). 

The geometric effects may or may not be 
accompanied by "bond"  formation, but 
partially covalent or partially ionic interac- 
tions may be superimposed on the geomet- 
ric effects as a result of differences in the 
atomic dectronegativities of the compo- 
nent elements. The existence of the geo- 
metric effects described here is supported 
by experimental measurements of the an- 
isotropy of the thermal parameters for cer- 
tain A15 compounds. 
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